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. Â .1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a heat transfer structure of a glow plug, especially for diesel engines,
having a quartz rod which is heated by the heat of a halogen-based flame produced by the halogen combustion of a halogenbased fuel, and a heater insert in the quartz rod, which is disposed such that it is brought into contact with the halogen-based
fuel by being brought into contact with a hollow space formed in the quartz rod. 2. Description of the Prior Art In general, it is
known to use a quartz rod as a heat transfer member of a glow plug, which is disposed such that it is brought into contact with a
halogen-based fuel by being brought into contact with a hollow space formed in the quartz rod, and brings the halogen-based
fuel into contact with a heater insert disposed in the quartz rod. The halogen-based fuel is supplied to the hollow space in the
quartz rod from the space where an air-fuel mixture is formed prior to being ignited. When such a glow plug is used, the
halogen-based fuel, which is oxygen deficient, can not be discharged to the air and escapes from the hollow space inside the
quartz rod in the form of halogen gas, producing a highly corrosive halogen-based gas. This halogen-based gas corrodes and
deteriorates the quartz rod and the heater insert made of nickel. This degradation of the quartz rod and the heater insert
eventually causes the halogen-based gas to seep out from the quartz rod into the air, thereby worsening the environment in the
engine room. In an attempt to prevent the halogen-based gas from escaping, various proposals have been made to suppress the
diffusion of the halogen-based gas from the hollow space inside the quartz rod into the air. For example, Japanese Laid-open
Patent Publication No. Sho. 50-135537, Japanese Laid-open Utility Model Publication No. Sho. 55-155744 and Japanese Laidopen Utility Model Publication No. Hei. 5-201115, disclose arrangements in which a gas sealing wall is disposed in the hollow
space in the quartz rod to prevent the diffusion of the halogen-based gas. Such arrangements however have a problem that when
the halogen-based gas is condensed in the hollow space in the quartz rod, it accumulates in the gas sealing wall, and when the
halogen-based gas is displaced in the hollow space
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